ThreadBook Manual

Tap any item in the list above for information on
how to use that function.

How to Set or Edit your
favorite brands

From the Contents menu tap the My Favorites
button. That will open the Favorite Selection tool.

The first time you use the tool you will not have
any favorites, so all brands are shown, grouped by
the type of fiber that the threads are made from.
Tap a brand to make it a favorite. This will put a
star next to the brand name. You can then use the
selector at the top to view only favorites or all
brands. Tap the Done button to exit the tool.

How to Add Your Threads
to ThreadBook

Tap the Browse choice on the Contents page to
open the Browse menu.

If you have already set your favorite brands,
(recommended), tap the Choose Brands button.
This will open a tool for you to select the brand(s)
you want to add. If you have not chosen favorites,
or you want to see all available brands, tap the
Browse Brands button. This will present the names
of all brands in the Library, grouped by type of fiber.
Tap any brand in the list and it will show all of the
threads in that brand.

Browsing the Library

The Library browser will present the brand(s) you
have selected, arranged by thread number or by
color family. You can change the sort by tapping
either of the Sort options. When the update control
is set to My Threads, tapping a thread will add it to
the My Threads collection of those threads you
have. A green check mark will appear next to the
tapped thread. If you make a mistake, just tap it
again to remove the check mark.

When the Shopping List control is selected,
tapping a thread adds it to your Shopping List.
Both the My Threads and the Shopping List are
shared among all of the devices you have that use
the same Apple ID. If you update the lists on your
iPad, they will be on your iPhone when you
purchase thread. As before, to remove a thread
from the Shopping List simply tap it again.
Each time you browse the Library to update either
the My Threads or Shopping List, a backup is
made. Backups are time-stamped and a maximum
of 10 are kept only on the device that you edit the
lists on.

Browsing My Threads

When My Threads is selected from the Browse
menu, only those threads you have added will be
shown. When the update control is set to My
Threads, tapping any thread will remove it from the
My Threads collection. A red X will mark the thread
as removed. As before, if you delete a thread by
accident you can simply tap it again to replace it in
the collection. Set the update control to Shopping
List to allow adding or removing threads from the
Shopping List. Tapping the trash icon in the top
right corner will allow you to delete ALL of the
threads in My Threads, but only after confirming that
you really want to do that.

Browsing the Shopping List

On entering this function the update control will be
set to Purchases. Tap any thread on the list to
mark it purchased with a green check mark. Tap
again to mark it as not yet purchased. Threads that
have been marked as purchased will automatically
be placed on the My Threads list if they are not
already there. If you decide not to purchase a
thread you can remove it from the shopping list by
setting the update control to Shopping List and
tapping the thread. It will be marked with a red X
and removed from the Shopping List. It will not be
removed from My Threads if it is on that list.

Restoring from Backup

If it should become necessary to restore your My
Threads and Shopping List from backup, tap the
icon above on the Browse menu. This will list the
available backups by date.
Tap a backup to
restore the lists back
to that date. Note
that backups are
unique to a given
device. If you have
backups on both
iPhone and iPad,
they will NOT be
the same. This is
due to limitations in
the amount of
shared space we can
use between
devices. Restoring a
backup is quick and
can be done multiple
times if you are
trying to find the
right backup.

Using the Match Tool
The Match tool is selected with this choice. The top
portion of the tool is made up of options for
matching.

When the Favorites option is selected, only those
brands you have marked as Favorites will be
used to match. You can also limit matches to
specific types of thread by tapping the fiber types
you want to match. For example, if you are
matching embroidery thread you might tap the
Polyester and Rayon options. Tapped options
will change color and ONLY those options will be
considered when matching thread colors. If no
Favorites have been chosen, the Entire Library
option will be selected by default, matching all
brands.

Using the Match Tool

By default, matching is to a single color only. If
you turn on the Include variegated switch both
solid and variegated threads will be used to find a
match. In the case of a variegated thread, if any
of the colors in it are a good match it will be
included in the final result.
If your selected options are such that no match is
possible you will see a pop-up advising you of
that fact. Also if you cannot find an acceptable
match in your Favorite brands you might want to
try setting the Entire Library option for more
choices.

Using the Match Tool

If you need to find a match for a specific thread
number this is a good choice.

Start by entering the number you want to match.
All threads that end with that number will be
shown. If only one thread has that number it will
go directly to the matches. Note that unless you
set the Entire Library option, you will only see
matches in the threads you have marked as
Favorite.

Using the Match Tool

From the list of threads ending with your number,
tap the one you want to match. This will produce
a list of matching colors, in order from best to
worst match. Due to diﬀerences in the way the
computer “sees” colors, you may not agree with
the best choice. Simply scroll through the list to
find the one you think is best. Tap it if you want to
add it to the Shopping List.
If your chosen thread is variegated you will be
taken to a list of all the colors in that thread.
Choose the color you want to match, and then
you will see the Best Matches list.

Using the Match Tool

Use this option when you want to find a thread
to match a specific color you may have in mind.
You will first be asked to specify the color family.

Tap the appropriate color and then use the
controls at the bottom of the screen to fine tune
your choice.
When it looks
right, tap the
Show Matching
Threads button
to see those
threads that
match it.

Using the Match Tool

Sometimes you want to match a specific color in
a thread or fabric that you have. This function
will allow you to use your device to take a
picture of that item from which you can isolate
the color to be matched. Tap the menu item to
get started.

Position the color of
interest on the
screen and snap the
photo. If it looks OK
tap the Use Photo
button. Otherwise
tap the Retake
button and try
again. Once you tap
the Use Photo
button you will be
taken to the next
phase of the color
matching process.

Using the Match Tool

If you already have a photo of the thread or item
you want to match, choose this option. It will
open the Photos on your device so you can
choose the photo you want to match to.

Simply tap the photo you want to use and it will
be opened in the image mapping tool.

Image Matching Tool

Use two fingers to zoom (spread apart) or shrink
(squeeze together) the image. You can also drag
it so the color of interest is visible. Tap that color.
A small white square will appear over the tapped
area. Below that will be a copy of that area in a
small square, with a circle highlighting the
current color. Use the sliders to move the circle
up/down or left/right to select the color you want
to match. As you move, the matching thread will
appear above the sliders.

Image Matching Tool

When you have the correct color tap the green
Plus sign inside the purple circle. This will copy
the selected thread to the box at the bottom of
the screen. You can repeat this operation as
many times as you want in order to select
multiple colors. To remove a color from the list at
the bottom, just tap it. Once you have selected
all of the colors of interest tap the Done button
at the top of the screen. Your list of captured
colors will appear.

Image Matching Tool

If all the colors matched are within the same
brand, the brand name will be listed. Depending
on the colors, more than one brand will be
needed for best matching. If you want all of the
colors to be in the same brand of thread, tap the
Match to Brand button. That will open the
Brand selector and all matches will be converted
to that brand.
You have the option of entering a name for this
list of threads. If you print or save the list as a
PDF, that name will appear as a title and also the
name of the saved file. This can be useful if you
are matching threads for a particular project.

Image Matching Tool

Each item in the list of threads can be tapped to
open a list of options. You can add the thread to
your Shopping List, search for a better match, or
remove it from the list entirely.

If you have printed or saved the list, as shown
above, you can use it later. Otherwise tap the
Done button in the top right corner of the screen
to return to the Match menu.

Conversion Tools

One of the main functions of ThreadBook is to
convert threads from one brand to another. This
process starts by tapping the Convert Between
Brands option.

Use the buttons to select the brands you wish to
convert. If the fibers are diﬀerent in the FROM
and TO brands, you’ll be warned, but you can still
do the conversion. Once you have selected the
conversion defaults you can use the conversion
tools.

Conversion Tools

The conversion chart will show the best match in
the TO brand for each thread in the FROM brand.
At the left side icons will show for threads in your
My Threads or Shopping List collections. Tap the
blank space on the right side to add that thread
to the Shopping List.

Conversion Tools

At the top of
the Conversion
Chart there is a
button, shown
with the arrow
above.
This is a Share button and it will provide various
options that can be applied to the chart. Which
options are available will depend on what apps
you have on your device.
To avoid a lot of scrolling when searching for a
particular thread, you can use the Find Left or
Find Right buttons. Just enter the number you
want to find and the chart will scroll that number
to the top.

Conversion Tools

Sometimes a project will come with a list of
thread colors used in it. This is typical of many
embroidery designs. It’s tedious to use a chart to
convert each number in the list. The Enter
Numbers tool allows you to enter all of the thread
numbers in the FROM brand, converting them
instantly.

Swipe up or down on the spinner at left to select
a color in the FROM list. You can also tap the
number keys on the right. As you tap the spinner
will advance to the next matching number. When
the appropriate thread is highlighted, tap the +
key to save it in the list. In the rare case where the
FROM list has only thread names, and no
numbers, use the spinner to select each name.

Conversion Tools

As you enter the numbers, the converted threads
will be listed along with their position in the list.
The sequence number will be shown with the
FROM color, and the best match in the TO brand
will be shown in that color. If you make a mistake
you can tap a color in the list to delete it.
Once all of the colors have been entered, tap the
Done button at the top of the screen. This will
present the list of threads with the same options
as discussed in the Image Matching Tools.

Library Update

We’ve done our best to include all of the popular
thread brands, but there are ongoing changes
and additions that we may not even know about.
This can lead to threads that cannot be added to
your My Threads collection because they are not
in the Library. It’s also possible that you have
threads that are in the Library, but are not the
color shown for the Library thread with the same
number. This can happen if a manufacturer
changes dye lots or assigns a new color to an
existing thread number. The tools on this menu
can address these problems.

Missing Threads

If only some thread numbers are missing, tap the
brand they are missing from. Otherwise tap the
button at the bottom of the screen.

Missing Threads

If the brand is present in the Library, but some
threads are missing, you will be taken to this
page. If you have a spool of the missing thread
use the Camera option. Take the photo in good
light, natural if possible. This will allow you to
capture the best color likeness.
When you have
the best photo
you can get, tap
the Use Photo
button. You can
use the Retake
button as often
as you need in
order to get a
good likeness.
These photos will
not be stored in
your device, so
no storage space
will be lost by
retaking.

Missing Threads

When the entire brand is missing, it is essential to
know the details about the brand. Enter the brand
name, including any specific variety that it might
be. For example, “Madeira Polyneon 40wt” as
opposed to “100% Polyester”. If the type of fiber
is not indicated in the brand name, enter it in the
second box on the form. When both fields have
been completed, pressing done on the on-screen
keyboard will complete the entry and take you to
the next page.

Missing Threads

Whether you used the camera or a photo, this
page will help you capture thread colors. Tap a
color on the image. A white square will appear
over the tapped area, which will be blown up in
the box under the image. Use the sliders to move
the circle up/down or left/right until the color in
the Assign to box best matches the thread. Then
enter the thread number and tap the continue
button.

Missing Threads

Each time you capture a thread it will be entered
into a list to the right of the image. You can tap a
thread in the list to remove it. Repeat this for each
thread you want to capture. If the thread is
variegated, enter the thread number with the first
color. Then tap the next color and tap the
Variegate button. Repeat this until all colors have
been captured.

Missing Threads
When you finish entering all of the missing
threads, tap the Done button at the top of the
screen. This will save the threads you’ve entered
on your device. If you tap the Cancel button at
this point, all of your entries will be lost. When you
have entered all the missing threads you are
ready to upload them for adding to the Library.

The Submit Missing Threads option will take you
to a page for final submission of those threads
into the Library.
There may sometimes be a reason where you
don’t want to submit the threads. For example,
perhaps the ones you captured were entered into
the Library prior to you submitting them. In that
case you can use the Remove Unused Missing
Thread Entries to discard your entries and
recover the space they used on your device.

Missing Threads

The final step in the missing thread submission
will get you to this page of instructions. We
strongly recommend that you read them
completely, and before tapping the Submit button
adding a note explaining in detail what you are
submitting. Before we add threads to the Library
we will verify that they are not already there,
perhaps under a diﬀerent name. If you are adding
threads for a brand that is not in the Library we
will make every eﬀort to find a complete chart for
that brand so we can enter all of the threads in it.
If you enter the website where we can find this
information in your note, it will help us to do this.
Missing thread submissions are completely
anonymous and contain no information about
you. If we have questions about your submission
we have no way to contact you. For that reason, if
you don’t see your threads in the Library after a
week or two, you can email us:
onlinesewing@icloud.com

Incorrect Colors

You may have one or more of your threads have a
color that is diﬀerent from Library thread with the
same number. This can happen due to dye lot
changes, manufacturer changes, or just fading.
This tool will allow you to change the color of the
Library thread to match what you have. Start by
tapping the Fix Incorrect Colors option on the
Library Corrections & Additions menu.

The first step is to choose the brand that has the
incorrect color. Once you have located it in the list
of brands, tap it to go to the next step.

Incorrect Colors

Tap the color that needs to be corrected.

Incorrect Colors

The current color will be shown to the right of the
thread number. You can tap the Use Camera or
Use Photo button to get an image to choose the
new color from. If you want to restore the original
color set in the Library tap the Restore Original
Color button.
If you choose an image, either by camera or
photo, you will be taken to the next page where
you can choose the color you want to assign to
this thread number.

Incorrect Colors

Click a spot on the image that best represents the
color that you have. Use the sliders to move the
selection until you have the best match. As you do
this the New Color box will update. Once you
have the color you want, tap the Apply the New
Color button. This will assign the new color to the
selected thread on all your devices. It will be in
eﬀect as long as you want, but you can restore
the original color at any time.

Questions & Answers

This section of ThreadBook contains frequently
asked questions and answers. It is updated as
needed whenever you are connected to the
Internet. You can scroll through the list to find
what you are looking for, but there is also a search
bar built into the page. It is hidden by default, but
pulling down on the list will activate it.
If you are unable to find a question that pertains to
your problem you can tap the Submit Question
button at the bottom of the page. This will open an
email where you can enter your question. We will
reply using the address in your email, so make
sure the “Reply to” address in your email program
is the one you want us to reply to.

